Minimalist models for protein folding and design.
Protein folding research during the past decade has emphasized the dominant role of native state topology in determining the speed and mechanism of folding for small proteins; this has been illustrated by simulations using minimalist protein models. The advantages of minimalist protein models lie in their ability to rapidly collect meaningful statistics about folding pathways and kinetics, their ease of characterization with coarse-grained order parameters and their concentration on the essential physics of the problem to connect with experimental observables for a target protein. The maturation of experimental protein folding has driven the need for more quantitative protein simulations to better understand the balance between sequence details and fold topology. In the past year, we have seen the emergence of more complex minimalist models, ranging from all-atom Gō potentials to coarse-grained bead models in which Gō interactions are replaced or supplemented by more physically motivated potentials. The reduced computational cost at the coarse-grained level of abstraction will potentially enable both folding studies on a genomic scale and systematic application in protein design.